Optical measurements of smectic A layer spacings in freely suspended thin films of three liquid crystals are reported. Although the measured spacings are close to those reported for the bulk, some anomalous behavior is noted. In addition, we report that the smectic A phase in the film can exist at unusually high temperatures.
has been determined by x-ray scattering( 4 ). Definitive x-ray measurements of thin films await further development of intense synchrotron-produced x-ray sources to compensate for the small scattering intensity.
We have employed a simple optical approach to deduce the layer spacing of smectic A thin films (2~N~l5), Since these freely suspended films are much thinner than optical wavelengths, one can make use of optical interference effects to measure smectic layer spacings, Consider the case of a light beam incident on a thin uniform(S) slab of material, The reflectivity GOefficients for electric fields in (R 11 ) and perpendicular to (R 1 ) the plane of incidence are given by( 6 ) (parallel mode). n 11 is given by the usual formulae
and sin r 11 (4) which easily simplify to yield a transcendental equation in the variable n 11 .
Here n is the extraordinary component of the refractive index. In principle, On the other hand one can also view the data from the standpoint of ao being the same in both bulk and films with n 0 in films being smaller than in bulk. Such an effect can arise from a decreased density in films as films tend to maintain the chemical potential of the bulk reservoir in the presence of a surface tension.
It was shown 2 in smectic C films that the density is independent of N; however.
the density effect needed to account for our results are very small and would fall well within the error bars of the earlier experiment. A decreased n 0 can also be due to orientational effects.
Reflectively measurements alone cannot answer all these questions. However, our approach. in conjunction with future x-ray and light scattering experiments, should enable the elucidation of the nature of orientational ordering. possible density effects, a transition from two to three dimensionality in these films.
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